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Welcome 

ARCON Real-Time Renderer allows you to quickly and simply create high-quality renderings with 
ambient shade, real time shadows, real time reflections and Photoshop® plugins. With the Real 
Time Renderer (RTR) your ARCON projects can quickly and effectively be turned into a full 
visualisation scene. Its compact format enables fast scene building combined with close-to-reality 
quality and simple handling. Suitable for use by experienced visualisation professionals or first 
time users. 
 
Please note that this guide will only teach you the basics of RTR. If you need more details on a 
particular function in RTR, you should refer to the PDF manual, context sensitive help system in 
the software or any support documentation on our website www.3darchitect.co.uk as and when it 
becomes available. 
 
RTR has detailed online help that can assist you whenever you are unsure about a certain 
function, icon etc. You have several ways of accessing the help: 
 

• You can press the F1 key at any time on a menu item or icon. This will open the relevant 
topic in the main help file. Alternatively, selecting the Context help option changes your 
mouse pointer to a question mark symbol. With this, click for example an icon on the 
toolbar you would like to receive information on and this will take you to the appropriate 
topic in the main help file.  

 

• The Contents option in the Help menu opens the contents section in the main help file 
for selecting individual topics. 
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Step 1: Exporting your ARCON project to an o2c object 

To make the most of RTR, we recommend that you export your project using the latest ARCON 
2011 Developer or ARCON 2011 Architect editions. Either of these products will allow you to 
export your ARCON projects to 3D objects with integrated light source properties so that shadows 
on surfaces such as walls and floors can be automatically calculated in RTR. However, surfaces 
on for example some types of objects or objects exported from an earlier version of ARCON will 
require a shadow source applied to them manually in RTR, which will be explained later on in 
guide. 
 
Exporting your ARCON project to a 3D object: 
 

1) Open your .acp (ARCON project) in ARCON. 
 

 
 

2) In 3D Design mode, locate the menu option File/Export 3D information as and right 
click to show the context menu. 
 

3) In the context menu that appears left-click the entry o2c object 
 

4) The following dialog box will appear: 
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5) Enter a logical name and set the Height of object, when loading… to ‘0’. Uncheck the 
box Save without objects. 
 

6) Click OK and in the dialog box that appears enter a file name and new location if 
required. Click the Save button. 

 
7) Exit ARCON. 
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Step 2: Creating a new project in Real-Time Renderer 

1) Start ARCON Real-Time Renderer  
 

2) After a short while the RTR window appears. This window has greyed out toolbar icons 
and only four menu options available for File, Options, View and Help. 

 
3) Select the menu option File/New project… 

 

 
 

4) An Open dialog box will appear. Locate and select the o2c object you exported from 
ARCON and click the Open button to import the o2c object in to RTR e.g. 
 

 
 

Screen layout 

The RTR screen layout consists of different menus, main toolbar and at the right edge of the main 
window an area for managing materials, layers, scenes and light sources. 
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Main toolbar 
 
The main toolbar is divided into four areas: 
 

 Icons for adjusting materials on 3D object 
 

 Background brush / Plugin filters 
 

 Adding/removing reflections and shadows 
 

 Adjusting the overall brightness 
 

  Switching between different managers 
 
 
Note that certain icons are greyed out 'turned off', because their functions are currently 
unavailable. For example, if no Photoshop plugin filters have been added. 
 
Navigation toolbar 
 
In the Materials manager, the following toolbar consists of icons to help you navigate quickly 
through the material catalogue with the help of the different hierarchies of the material catalogue:  
 

 
  
In the Layers manager, the following toolbar consists of icons to help move and manage layers 
used in your project: 
 

 
 
Extension managers 
 

In the normal viewing of objects in RTR you can use the toolbar  for 
changing materials or properties using the mouse and the viewer position. Besides this basic 
functionality existing in ARCON Real-Time Renderer it is still possible to add various 
enhancements to the scene. For inserting or changing these, extension managers are available.  
 
There are 5 icons available on the far right of the main toolbar. These include: 
  
  

 

Close managers that are currently open 

  

 

Managing and using materials in catalogue
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Layers integrated in to the 3D scene, changing their order and position

  

 

Scenery objects integrated in to the 3D scene, edit or delete them

  

 

Light sources to edit, delete or add

 
 

 
For further information on ‘Managers’, please refer to the relevant sections in the main help 
system 
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Step 3: User interaction with the 3D object 

If you are familiar with how the o2c player works then you will know how to control the model using 
the mouse/key combinations. However, these combinations can act differently if for example the 
layers manager is active. 
 

1) If the 3D object layer is selected active in Layers manager, the mouse operates 
normally: 
 

• Left-click mouse button to rotate 

• Left-click mouse button and 'Shift' key to move 

• Mouse wheel or right-click mouse button to zoom 
 

2) If the 2D picture layer is selected active in the Layers manager, the mouse functions 
differently:  

 

• Left-click mouse button to move 

• Mouse wheel to zoom 
 
The following context menu appears when you right-click the 3D object in the scene. The context 
menu is basically the menu of RTR to represent the player itself. You are able to change certain 
settings for example the display mode, view animated objects, walk through and for turning on/off 
reflections that have been added to the 3D object.  
 

 
 

 
For further information on layers, refer to the relevant section in this guide and in the main 
help system 
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Step 4: Calculating shadows 

1) Clicking the Display shadows icon will start calculating shadows on the 3D 
object. A progress bar will appear at the bottom of the window. Whilst the shadows are 
being calculated, a Cancel button to the right of the bar is also available if you need to 
abort this operation at any point. 
 

2) You can manually add shadows to a new surface by clicking the Add shadows 

icon . This will change the mouse cursor to  and with this you are able to click 
a surface on the 3D object where you want to add a shadow to. Shadows that have 

been manually added in this way can be removed using the icon .. When you click 

this icon the mouse cursor will change to  and with this you can start clicking 
shaded surfaces on the 3D object you want removed. 

 
3) The menu Options/Shadow... will open the following Shadow options dialog box for 

adjusting the quality of the shadow display. To start, try setting the Intensity field to ‘60’ 

and the Shadow ambience to ‘50’. Click  again to start the shadow calculation 
process using new settings.  
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For further information on shadows, please refer to the ‘Shadows’ section in the main help 
system 
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Step 5: Adding reflections 

1) Clicking the Add reflections icon will change the mouse cursor to  and with 
this you are able to click a surface on the 3D object where you want to add reflective 
properties. Reflections that have been manually added in this way can be removed 

using the icon . When you click this icon the mouse cursor will change to  
and with this you can start clicking reflective surfaces on the 3D object you want 
removed. Pressing the Esc key will end the above process.  

  
2) Use the Options/Reflection strength... menu to adjust the strength of reflection before 

applying it to the object. 
 

 
 

3) Having already applied reflective surfaces, the strength can also be adjusted afterwards 

by left-clicking a reflective area using the icon .  This open the Reflection tab in 
the Material properties dialog box. 
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Step 6: Editing materials on the 3D object 

1) Clicking the Edit material icon will start the material/texture editing process. The 

mouse cursor will change to  and with this you are able to click the surface material 
on the 3D object you want to edit which will immediately open the Material properties 
dialog box. Any changes made in this dialog box will be applied to the same material on 
the 3D object after clicking the OK button. 

 

 
 

2) When you edit a material, the Material properties dialog box opens and consists of 
tabs for General settings, Colors/gloss lights and Texture. 

3) Selecting the Texture tab and clicking the button next to the top field  opens the 
Select texture dialog box where you can select from 1,000’s of improved 
materials/textures from the database that is included with the program or by searching 
your own by clicking the From file... button.  
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4) Under the Texture tab you are also able to accurately resize, move and rotate the 
selected texture using the icons or numeric fields. Textures can also be resized in the 
3D scene using the relevant icons from the main toolbar – see next section – Step 7: 
Using the main toolbar icons for resizing, moving and rotating textures on the 3D object. 

 
5) Individual parts of the object can receive a different material. To do this, click the Edit 

material icon . The mouse cursor will change to  and with this right-click the 
surface material on the object you want to separate. In the context menu that displays, 
click the entry Material parts... . The following dialog box will appear: 

 

 
 

6) Click Yes to separate the material from other parts of the object. To edit the separated 

material click the Edit material icon again and start the material/texture editing 
process as described above. 
 

Materials manager 

The Materials manager lets you define new materials or use/modify existing ones easily. In 
addition to using the improved materials that come supplied with the program, you can very 
quickly build up your own database of materials to use in RTR projects by adjusting various 
properties such as gloss light, reflection, bump mapping etc. 
 
In ARCON, you can still apply textures to your project before exporting it to an o2c 3D object, 
however we recommend that you use the Materials manager in RTR for adding 
materials/textures to your 3D object.  

1) In the Materials manager  , materials can also be applied to the object by 
dragging and dropping materials from the (lower) list (preview pictures). 
 

2) Left-click on a material preview in the lower list and with the left mouse button held 
down, drag the material over an area of the object you want it applied to. 

 
3) Release the left mouse button to apply the selected material. 
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4) The material that has been applied to the object will then appear on the material preview 
cube. 

5) Using the paint bucket icon also lets you apply the currently selected material 
displayed in the preview cube by left-clicking the mouse button over parts of the object 
you want the material applied to. 

6) By using the paint bucket icon and the 'Shift' key held down, you can apply 
materials to parts of the object that share the same material properties. 
  

 
For further information on materials, loading and saving textures, please refer to the 
relevant sections in the main help system 
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Step 7: Resizing, moving and rotating textures on the 3D object 

Resizing the texture display 

1) In the main toolbar click the Scale texture icon . This will change the mouse 

cursor to . 
 

2) Left-click an area on the 3D object where you want to resize the texture. 
 

3) With the left mouse button pressed down, move the mouse towards the bottom of the 
screen to increase the texture size or in the opposite direction to decrease the texture 
size on the 3D object. 

 
4) You can end this process at any time by pressing the Esc key. 

 
Moving the texture display 

1) In the main toolbar click the Move texture icon . This will change the mouse 

cursor to . 
 
2) Left-click an area on the 3D object where you want to move the texture. 

 
3) With the left mouse button pressed down, move the mouse in the direction you want to 

move the texture on the 3D object. 
 

4) You can end this process at any time by pressing the Esc key. 
 
Rotating the texture display 

1) In the main toolbar click the Rotate texture icon . This will change the mouse 

cursor to . 
 

2) Left-click an area on the 3D object where you want to rotate the texture. 
 

3) With the left mouse button pressed down, move the mouse towards the bottom of the 
screen to rotate the texture display clockwise or in the opposite direction to rotate the 
texture display anti-clockwise on the 3D object. 

 
4) You can end this process at any time by pressing the Esc key. 

 

 
For further information on all the icons in the main toolbar, please refer to the relevant 
section in the help system 
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Step 8: Changing the background display 

1) In the following dialog box you can set your background display in the 3D scene. You 
can access this from the menu Options/Background...  

  

 
  
  

2) The top drop down list lets you choose from a choice of background types. 
 

3) You can locate and use your own pictures by clicking the Load button. To load your own 
pictures first ensure that the Background picture option has been selected from the 
background types list.  

 
4) The Background dialog allows you to make different settings to for example picture 

size, viewing angles, colours etc before applying it to the scene. The settings will vary 
depending on the background type you have selected from the list. 

 

 
For further information on backgrounds, please refer to the ‘Background’ section in the 
main help system 
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Step 9: Adding layers and scenery items 

Adding layers 

RTR introduces the concept of layers to perfect your scene. A scene can be created from multiple 
layers and by using combinations of background (sky, landscape), mid-ground (your 3D model) 
and foreground (fencing, overhanging trees) you are able to quickly build a photorealistic scene 
around your 3D model. 
 
Scenery and layers makes use of PNG file format images which contain transparent backgrounds. 
This enables images to be stacked to create rich, detailed scenes. RTR includes a library of 
images for both background and foreground layers and scenic items such as plants and people. 
Easily add your own to the library using this common file format. 
 

For Windows XP users you can locate these in the installation directory C:\Program 
Files\Eleco\ArCon Real-Time Renderer\Layers and Scenery 

 
For Windows 7 users you can locate these in common folder 
C:\Users\Public\Documents\Eleco\ArCon Real-Time Renderer\Layers and Scenery 

 
1) Just like the other managers, you access the Layers manager either by selecting the 

menu option Managers/Layers or by clicking the toolbar icon . 
 

2) In the Layers manager, the following toolbar consists of the following icons to help you 
add, move and manage layers used in your project: 
 

  and  Add or delete layers 

 and Changes the order of layers 

 and Replace layer picture and edit material properties in layer 
 

3) Click the icon and locate a 2D image to use as your first layer. 
 

4) Use the mouse or numeric fields to position the layer in the scene. 

5) The  icon moves the currently selected layer towards the front and the icon 
moves the currently selected layer towards the back. These icons help arrange how the 
layers display in the 3D scene. 

Scenery manager 

Similar to the Layers manager, the Scenery manager allows you to integrate 2D picture items in 
to the 3D scene. Along with layers, use the scenery manager to add additional fine detailing to 
your projects. Using 2D PNG scenic images add plants, people and other items to add interest to 
your scene. Pin scenery items in place to rotate and move with your model when re-positioned. 
 
You can access the Scenery manager either by selecting the menu option Manager/Scenery or 

by clicking the toolbar icon . 
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An example project using layers 
 

 

An example project using scenery items 
 

 
For detailed information on layers and adding picture items to your 3D scene, please refer 
to the ‘Scenery manager’, ‘Layers manager’ and ‘Layers manager toolbar’ sections in the 
main help system
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Step 10: Using Photoshop plugin filters 

In addition to producing high quality renderings, other effects can be applied e.g. line art, 
watercolour, pastel effects. Photoshop plugins are add-on programs and can provide all different 
types of image effects that can be applied to your project. 
 

A trial version of AKVIS Sketch plug-ins (see: http://akvis.com/en/sketch/index.php is a good 

example to trial. 
 
You can easily search for other filters online using keywords such as "8bf" or "effect plugin". 
 

1) In your web browser type in above url. 
 

2) Locate and left-click the download link AKVIS Sketch v.12.5 — Windows-version 
(PlugIn+Standalone) 

 
3) Save the file ‘akvis-sketch-setup’ to your desktop/download folder. 

 
4) On completion run the setup exe. 

 
5) Follow the on-screen instructions until the program setup has been completed. 

 
6) Normally the installation directory will be under Program files/AKVIS. 

 
7) After you have downloaded and installed this filter, in RTR select the menu option 

Plugins/Add Plugin...  
 

8) Locate and open the Sketch filter under Program files/AKVIS 
 

 
 

9) In RTR, above the separator line in the Plugins menu, Photoshop plugins that have 
already been added are listed here. Left-click the AKVIS Sketch filter listed and on the 
startup screen that displays click Continue to enter in to the filter window. 
 

10) In the window that follows you can adjust the settings to achieve the required effect. 
 

Note: The filter depends on the plugin used. Please refer to the appropriate plugin 
documentation from the manufacturer for more information. 
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11) The menu option Plugins/Apply last plugin functions in the same way as the toolbar 

icon and will apply your latest effects of last plugin used. 
 

 
 

Normal view 
 

 
 

View after plugin filter has been applied 
 

 
For further information on plugins, please refer to the ‘Photoshop plugins’ and ‘Plugins 
menu’ sections in the main help system 
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Step 11: Save your 3D view as a picture file 

1) Use the File/Save view as menu option to open up the following dialog: 
  

 
  

2) In this dialog box there are options for adjusting the smoothing quality of picture output, 
size and resolution (pixel width/height). There is checkbox available for saving current 
view and for saving a view using a previously applied Photoshop plugin. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

If you need more details on a particular function in RTR, you should refer to the PDF 
manual, context sensitive help system in the software or any support documentation on 
our website www.3darchitect.co.uk as and when it becomes available. 

 




